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Introduction

Fresh water is our planet’s most essential, yet finite, resource. Increasingly, anthropogenic activities and their consequences are encroaching on pristine freshwater systems. Now more than ever, accurate and reliable data is required to protect freshwater systems and inform impactful management decisions. Limnology, the scientific study of fresh water bodies, incorporates physical, chemical, and biological aspects which are naturally studied over an array of scales. These range from small bottle assays in labs, to entire watershed experiments and exposures. It is important to evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of different scales of study: from highly replicable but unrealistic laboratory studies to highly realistic full lake studies with low replicability. Here, the drawbacks, benefits, and practicalities of the different experimental approaches are explored.

Lab Studies

Benefits
- High replicability
- Low cost
- Easily test multiple variables, gradients and treatments
- Shorter duration
- Less confounding variables

Drawbacks
- Low realism
- Predominantly focuses on individuals rather than populations and ecosystems
- Lacks many aspects of a whole aquatic ecosystem that can lead to erroneous conclusions
- This branch of aquatic toxics lacks atmosphere-water interactions
- Founder effect causing a lack of diversity in laboratory populations/colonies

Mesocosm Studies

Benefits
- Moderately replicable while including some intertrophic interactions
- Lower cost than whole lake studies
- Allows for smaller areas of cleanup that would not be possible at a whole lake scale. For example, oil spill remediation studies (as seen in the photo to the right)

Drawbacks
- Lacks lake stratification
- Limits diversity and rare species
- Can not incorporate the highest trophic levels (predators)
- Low mortality compared to natural populations

Whole Lake Studies

Benefits
- Highly realistic
- Simultaneous exposure to all species and factors within the system
- Incorporates all natural, known and unknown, lake processes
- Greater spatial and temporal scale
- Allows ecosystem to reach equilibrium which can take years

Drawbacks
- Low replicability
- High costs per study
- Each lake is unique, results in one lake may not be the same in another
- Time, the length of the study often exceeds graduate students’ tenure
- Direct causality and mechanisms can be difficult to determine

Case Study: Silver Nanoparticles

- Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) exposure in a laboratory setting to freshwater algae model organism Chlamydomonas reinhardtii demonstrated acute toxicity by mediating photosynthesis inhibition that could not be explained by Ag ions alone, suggesting AgNPs may play a role themselves in toxicity (Navarro et al. 2008)
- This was contradicted by a whole lake study in which phytoplankton communities were largely unaffected by the addition of AgNPs likely due to natural processes having a much stronger effect on community changes than individual toxicity (Conine et al. 2018).

- This whole lake study further accurately demonstrated the degree of bioaccumulation of silver nanoparticles up the trophic levels and bottom up control, from phytoplankton to Northern Pike and Perch.
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Case Study: Nutrient Control

- Nutrient control research is important in negating and explaining detrimental algae blooms. Contamination has been prevalent in this branch of aquatic research stemming from studies at improper scales
- Initially, euthrophication was thought to be carbon controlled due to bottle experiments showing evidence of carbon limitation. These experiments neglected water-atmosphere interaction providing sufficient carbon in a whole lake setting. (D W Schindler 1977)
- More recently, there is continuing controversy over whether just phosphorous alone, or nitrogen and phosphorous together, should be controlled to limit eutrophication of water systems. Much of these controversies stem from smaller scale studies negating time it takes, up to 17 years, to create a lake to reach a steady state in terms of nutrient concentration (D W Schindler)
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Case Study: Synthetic Estrogen

- Laboratory studies demonstrated estrogen causes adverse reproductive effects in fish (Parrott and Blunt 2005)
- In the second year of a whole lake addition study, fathead minnow populations were nearly completely eliminated, lake trout declined following a collapse of their food source, but pearl dace populations remained similar to reference lake populations, likely due to their increased lifespan. (Kidd et al. 2007)
- Estrogen exposure was less evident in larger fish, likely due to estrogen concentrations being 2-5 time lower in deeper portions of the stratified lake that larger fish preferred (Palace 2009)
- In laboratory studies, negative physiological effects were demonstrated in zooplankton and phytoplankton at environmentally relevant concentrations. In contrast, the whole lake study no declines in abundance were observed in algal, microzooplankton, and benthic invertebrate communities (Kidd 2014).
- Factors such as inter-trophic relations between fathead minnow and lake trout, lake stratification affecting estrogen exposure, as well as the time it took for populations to begin declining, demonstrate how the study of synthetic estrogen could have only been done on a whole lake scale to retain validity.
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